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Abstract: A novel and improved method for joint reversible data-hiding and compression scheme for digital multiband 

images is proposed in this work. The image compression techniques like Vector Quantization and Side Match Vector 

Quantization along with the image inpainting are used for data hiding and compression. In the proposed method, from the 

multiband image the user can select the bands to hide the secret data according to the size and nature of the data to be 

embedded. On the sender side, the bands are sub divided into equal size blocks and the number of blocks determines the 

hiding capacity. 

Except for the blocks in the leftmost and topmost of the band, each of the other residual blocks will be embedded with secret 

data and compressed simultaneously by SMVQ or image inpainting, adaptively according to the current secret bit. VQ is also 

used for some complex blocks and the blocks in the leftmost and topmost of the band to control the visual distortion. The 

other bands which are not used for data hiding are also compressed with VQ. After segmenting the image compressed codes 

into a series of sections by the indicator bits, the receiver can achieve the extraction of secret bits and image decompression 

successfully according to the index values in the segmented sections. Only the index of the corresponding codeword is 

transmitted to the receiver, hence there is a huge reduction in the transmission rate. The proposed method is, a highly secure 

method for data hiding as the hidden data is retrieved with an infinite PSNR. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, most digital content, especially digital images and videos, are converted into the compressed forms for 

transmission. Another important issue in an open network environment is how to transmit secret or private data securely.  

Even though traditional cryptographic methods can encrypt the plaintext into the cipher text, the meaningless random data 

of the cipher text may also arouse the suspicion from the attacker. 

Data hiding in an image involves embedding a large amount of secret information into a cover image with minimal 

perceptible degradation of image quality. However, the hiding capacity for secret data and the distortion of the cover image are 

a tradeoff since more hidden data always results in more degradation on the visual quality of the cover image. Moreover, when 

data hiding is implemented on the compressed domain of image, the hiding capacity and the visual quality of cover images can 

be further restricted. 

With the definition of reversible data hiding, secret message can be hidden by schemes offered by algorithm designers. On 

the other hand, at the data extraction stage, both the original content and the hidden message should be perfectly extracted, and 

hence, how to design such schemes has become an interesting task. 

Many well-accepted image compression algorithms have been proposed to counter this problem, such as VQ, SMVQ, 

JPEG, JPEG2000, and so on. One of the most commonly studied image compression techniques is VQ, which is an attractive 
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choice because of its simplicity and cost effective implementation. Indeed, a variety of VQ techniques have been successfully 

applied in real applications such as speech and image coding. VQ not only has faster encode/decode time and a simpler 

framework than JPEG/JPEG2000 but it also requires limited information during decoding, and those advantages cost VQ a little 

low compression ratio and visual quality. VQ works best in applications in which the decoder has only limited information and 

a fast execution time is required. 

Among the many image compression techniques that have been proposed for reversible data hiding techniques, Vector 

Quantization is one of the popular. Some other methods have also suggested in this field. Among them SMVQ is a recently 

developed one. It is modified version of VQ. Researches have also been done in this field using methods like histogram shifting, 

integer wavelet transform, difference expansion method etc. Some of them are explained here.  

However, in all of the above mentioned schemes, data hiding is always conducted after image compression, which means 

the image compression process and the data hiding process are two independent modules on the server or sender side. Under 

this circumstance, the attacker may have the opportunity to intercept the compressed image without the watermark information 

embedded, and the two independent modules may cause a lower efficiency in applications. Also the implementation efficiency 

will be low. Therefore it will be better to design a method in which data hiding and image compression are done simultaneously 

and especially in a multi-band. So that the secret data will be more secure and the implementation efficiency will be higher. 

II. PROPOSED SCHEME 

The proposed scheme is an improved method for joint reversible data-hiding and compression scheme for digital multiband 

images. The image compression techniques like Vector Quantization and Side Match Vector Quantization along with the image 

inpainting are used for data hiding and compression. In the proposed method, the multiband image is used to hide the secret 

data. On the sender side, the image is separated into individual bands. From the multiband image the user can select the bands to 

hide the secret data according to the size and nature of the data to be embedded. The bands are then compressed according to the 

ascending order of their band number. 

The bands used for hide secret data are sub divided into equal size blocks. The number of blocks and the correlation 

between neighboring blocks determines the hiding capacity. In the proposed method, rather than two separate modules, only a 

single module is used to realize the two functions, i.e., image compression and secret data embedding, simultaneously. The 

compression of bands is based mainly on the Side Match Vector Quantization (SMVQ) mechanism which is a modified form of 

VQ. Except for the blocks in the leftmost and topmost of the band, each of the other residual blocks will be embedded with 

secret data and compressed simultaneously by SMVQ or image inpainting adaptively according to the current secret bit. VQ is 

also used for some complex blocks and the blocks in the leftmost and topmost of the band to control the visual distortion and 

error diffusion caused by the progressive compression. 

 

Fig. 2.1: Flowchart of the proposed method 

The other bands which are not used for data hiding are also compressed with Vector Quantization. After segmenting the 

image compressed codes into a series of sections by the indicator bits, it is transmitted to the receiver. At the receiver end after 
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receiving the secret embedded and compressed codes of the image, one can extract the embedded secret bits successfully during 

the image decompression. As an extension of VQ, SMVQ was developed to alleviate the block artifact of the decompressed 

image. As the correlation of neighboring blocks is considered and the indices of the subcodebooks are stored it increases the 

compression ratio considerably. In this work, the standard algorithm of SMVQ is modified to further achieve better 

decompression quality and to make it suitable for embedding secret bits. Also partial differential equation based image 

inpainting is used at the receiver for obtaining high quality decompressed image. Only the index of the corresponding codeword 

is transmitted to the receiver hence there is a huge reduction in the transmission rate. The proposed method is, a highly secure 

method for data hiding as the hidden data is retrieved with an infinite PSNR. 

2.1 Separation of bands 

In the proposed method, the multiband image is used to hide the secret data. Let us denote the original uncompressed image 

sized M x N x b as I where M, N and b represents the number of rows, columns and bands respectively. The user have the 

freedom to select the number and order of bands used to transmit secret data according to the size and secret nature of the 

embedding data. After deciding the bands to be used to hide data the image I is separated into b number of single band images 

             where a=1,2,..,b. Bands used to hide secret data are compressed with SMVQ and image inpainting adaptively 

according to the secret bit to be embedded. And the bands which are not used to hide secret data are compressed directly by 

Vector Quantization. In the proposed scheme the sender and the receiver both have the same codebook Ψ with W codewords 

and each codeword length is   . 

2.2 Compression of Bands using Vector Quantization 

The bands which are not used to hide secret data are compressed directly by using Vector Quantization. The individual 

band     is divided into non overlapping n x n blocks. VQ initially involves constructing a codebook. The elements in the 

codebook are called codewords. Generally, the LBG algorithm is employed to yield the desired codebook. With the generated 

codebook, each block in the band is encoded with the index of the nearest codeword, such that the total storage space for an 

image is minimized. 

After generating the codebook the similarity between each block and the codebook is measured and each block is mapped 

to a codeword which has least structural dissimilarity. To find the nearest codeword, the squared Euclidean distance between the 

current block and each codeword in the codebook is measured. The squared Euclidean distance between the block X = (      . . 

.  ) and codeword   = (       . . .   ) where   the j
th
 codeword of the codebook, is given as, 

D(X,  ) =          
 

  

The index j of the nearest codeword is saved for the current block. The process continues in the raster scanning order and 

all the indices are segmented into an array [      ] where a varies from 1 to b. 

2.3 Compression of Bands and Secret Data Embedding 

The bands used to hide secret data are first divided into the non-overlapping n x n blocks. Denote all k divided blocks in 

raster scanning order as     , where k =     
   , i = 1, 2 . . . M/n and j = 1, 2 . . . N/n. Before being embedded, the secret bits 

are scrambled by a secret key to ensure security. The blocks in the leftmost and topmost of the band   , i.e.,      for (i = 1, 2. . . 

M/n) and       for (j = 2, 3. . . N/n), are encoded by VQ directly and are not used to embed secret bits. The residual blocks are 

encoded progressively in raster scanning order, and their encoded methods are related to the secret bits for embedding and the 

correlation between their neighboring blocks. The block diagram of the processing for each residual block is illustrated in Fig 

3.2. 
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Fig 2.2 Flowchart of compression and secret data embedding for each residual block 

Denote the current processing block as      for (2 ≤ x ≤ M/n) (2 ≤ y ≤ N/n) and it’s left and up blocks are        and        

respectively. As shown in the fig 4.2.      for (1 ≤ p ≤ n) and      for (2 ≤ q ≤ n) represents the 2n - 1 pixels in the left and upper 

borders of     . The n pixels in the right border of         and the n pixels in the bottom border of         are denoted as      

and      respectively. This 2n-1 pixels in the left and upper borders of      are predicted by the neighboring pixels i.e, 

   =
          

 
 

    =     

    =     

 

Fig 2.3 Prediction based on neighboring pixels 

Instead of all    pixels in      only 2n-1 predicted pixels are used to search the codebook Ψ. After transforming all W 

codewords in the codebook Ψ into the n x n matrices, the mean square error (MSE)    is calculated between the 2n-1 predicted 

pixels in      with the corresponding values of each transformed codeword    sized n x n. 

             
    +          

    

The R codewords with the smallest MSEs, are selected to generate one subcodebook     for the block     (R < W). 

Assume the codeword indexed λ has the smallest MSE,    with all    pixels in     (0 ≤ λ≤ R-1). If    > T, it implies that the 

current residual block      locates in a relatively complex region and it has lower correlation with its neighboring blocks. In 

order to achieve better decompression quality, the standard, block independent VQ with codebook Ψ is used to compress the 

block   , and no secret bits are embedded. 
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Otherwise, if    ≤ T, it implies that the current residual block      locates in a relatively smooth region and it has higher 

correlation with its neighboring blocks. So SMVQ or image inpainting is adaptively utilized to compress the block      

according to the secret bit s for embedding. If s=0, SMVQ is selected else if s=1, Image inpainting is used. 

Also note that, if VQ is adopted, an indicator bit, 0, should be added before the compressed code of the VQ index for     . 

If not, the indicator bit 1, is added as the prefix of the compressed code for     to indicate that secret bit is embedded. 

As for the block    , if its     ≤ T and the current secret bit s for embedding is 0, SMVQ is utilized to conduct 

compression, which means that the index value λ occupying       bits is used to represent the block     in the compressed 

code. Because the codeword number R in subcodebook      is less than the codeword number W of the original codebook Ψ 

the length of the compressed code for     using SMVQ must be shorter than using VQ. On the other hand, if    ≤ T and the 

current secret bit s for embedding is 1, the image inpainting technique is used. 

There are mainly three classes of the image inpainting methods, i.e., partial differential equation (PDE) based methods, 

interpolation-based methods, and patch-based methods. The PDE-based inpainting methods often propagate the available 

information of gray values automatically from surrounding areas into region Ω to be inpainted along a specific direction. There 

are several mathematical physics models that can be used for PDE-based inpainting, such as the fluid dynamics model and the 

heat transfer model. Different PDE models correspond to the different methods of information propagation. Image inpainting 

can recover the image structural information effectively when the processed region is not too large. Evidently, if     ≤ T it 

implies that      locates in a relatively smooth region. Thus, it is suitable to conduct image inpainting in the compression for 

    under this condition. 

In this scheme a PDE based image inpainting method using the fluid dynamics model is adopted. Denote B_ as the region 

including the current block      that needs compression by inpainting and the available neighboring region of     . Let          

be the gray value of    in the coordinate ( ,). The Laplacian Δ         is used as a smoothness measure of the region   .   By 

analogizing the inpainting process as the fluid flowing and imitating the practice of a traditional art professional in the manual 

retouching, details in the unknown region may be created through propagating the available information in the surrounding 

areas into the unknown region along isophote directions. 

The field of isophote is defined as: 

         =(-
  

  
 

  

  
)         

where i and j are unit directional vectors. Clearly, variations in image gray values are minimal along the isophote directions. 

Having finished the inpainting process,           should be normal to the gradient of the smoothness Δ        : 

            .          =0 

The scalar product in the above equation indicates projection of the smoothness change onto the direction of isophote. If we 

let the projection value be equal to the change of image gray values with respect to time t, the following PDE can be acquired 

 

  
       =             .           

Information propagation of this inpainting model finishes until the gray values in      reach stable state. Hence, the 

structural and geometric information of the block      can be recovered effectively without serious blurring on edges. 

Consequently, when s = 1, in order to indicate that block      is processed by inpainting and differentiate from the index λ 

produced by SMVQ, the index value R occupying     (R + 1) bits is used as the compressed code of      (R > λ). For 

simplicity, assume that     (R + 1) is an integer and     R ≤     (R + 1). 
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After the current block      is processed, the following block in raster-scanning order repeats the above procedure. Each 

processed block should be substituted with its corresponding decompressed result, i.e., VQ codeword, SMVQ codeword, or 

inpainting result, for the success of progressive mechanism. The whole procedure of band compression and secret data 

embedding finishes until all residual blocks are processed. Then, the compressed codes of all blocks in the band are 

concatenated and transmitted to the receiver side. 

2.4 Decompression of Multiband Image and Extraction of Hidden Data 

At receiver end, after receiving the compressed codes, the receiver conducts the decompression process to obtain the 

decoded image that is visually similar to the original uncompressed multiband image, and the embedded secret bits can be 

extracted during the decompression. The decoder receives the index code cell, index that was transmitted and segments each 

index array as,        where i varies from 1, 2. . . .b. 

Then the classifier check the size of each index array. The index array corresponding to bands which contain hidden data 

that is the bands coded with SMVQ and image inpainting has the size equal to the number of blocks multiplied with the number 

of digits contained in its binary equivalent. And the bands which are not embedded with secret data contains an extra indicator 

bit. So the size of the index array corresponding to bands coded with VQ is greater than the other index arrays. According to the 

decision, the bands are decompressed from their corresponding index arrays. And all the individual bands are then combined 

according to their band number to obtain multiband cover image. On the other side, from the decoded secret bits the hidden data 

is retrieved. 

 

Fig 2.4 Flowchart of decompression of multiband image and secret data extraction 

2.4.1 Decompression and Secret Data Extraction from Individual Bands 

After identifying the index array corresponding to the bands embedded with secret data, the secret bits are extracted from 

the received codes by the corresponding decompression methods. The leftmost and topmost blocks of the band need to be used 

in the decompression for other residual blocks, they should be first decompressed by their VQ indices retrieved from the 

compressed codes. Each VQ index of these pre-decompressed blocks occupies log2W bits. And the residual blocks are 

processed block by block in raster-scanning order. 

To conduct the decompression and secret bit extraction of each residual block, the compressed codes are segmented into a 

series of sections adaptively according to the indicator bits. Explicitly, if the current indicator bit in the compressed codes is 0, 

this indicator bit and the following     W bits are segmented as a section, which means this section corresponds to a VQ 

compressed block with no embedded secret bit. The decimal value of the last     W bits in this section is exactly the VQ index 

that can be used directly to recover the block. 
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Otherwise, if the current indicator bit is 1, this indicator bit and the following     (R+1) bits are then segmented as a 

section, which means this section corresponds to an SMVQ or inpainting compressed block. Denote the decimal value of the 

last     (R+1) bits in this section as   . Under this circumstance, if    is equal to R, it implies that the residual block 

corresponding to this section was compressed by inpainting and that the embedded secret bit in this block is 1. Otherwise, 

if             , it implies that the block corresponding to this section was compressed by SMVQ and that the embedded secret 

bit is 0. 

 

Fig 2.5 Flowchart of decompression and secret bit extraction for each residual block. 

If the current segmented section corresponds to an inpainting compressed block the available information of its neighboring 

decompressed blocks are utilized to conduct recovery by the same inpainting technique used in the compression process. If the 

current segmented section corresponds to an SMVQ compressed block SMVQ index value, i.e.   , is used to recover this block 

with the assistance of its left and upper decompressed blocks. Using the same prediction method used in the compression side, 

the 2n-1 pixels in the left and upper borders are estimated by the neighboring pixels in its left and upper decompressed blocks. 

Similarly, the MSEs are calculated between these 2n-1 predicted pixels in the block with the corresponding values of all W 

codewords in the codebook Ψ. Then, the R codewords in Ψ with the smallest MSEs are chosen to generate a subcodebook. 

Finally, the codeword indexed   , in the generated subcodebook is used to recover the block. 

After all the segmented sections in the compressed codes complete the above described procedure, the embedded secret bits 

can be extracted correctly, and the decompressed band    can be obtained successfully. Due to the decoding of the compressed 

codes, the decompressed band    doesn’t contain the embedded secret bits any longer. Note that the process of secret bit 

extraction can also be conducted independently, which means that the receiver can obtain all embedded bits by simply 

segmenting and analyzing the compressed codes without the decoding. 

The index array of VQ compressed bands have an extra indicator bit to indicate that the compressed code do not contain 

secret bit. So the size of those index arrays are always greater than the number of blocks get compressed. If the received index 

array has size greater than the number of block number, then those indices are used to decompress using VQ decompression 

method and no secret data are retrieved. From the received index array select each index and find out the corresponding 

codeword from the codebook. This codeword will be the nearest codeword for the corresponding block. So the block is 

constructed using the codeword. Both the number of elements in the block and the length of the codeword will be the same. In 

the same way the entire band is reconstructed in the raster scanning order. Since the decompression is done with generated 
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codeword, the reconstructed band will be different from the original band as the VQ method is a lossy image compression 

method. So we couldn’t get an infinite PSNR. 

After decompressing all the bands, the multiband image can be obtained by combining all the individual bands in the 

ascending order of their band number. On the other side, secret bits decoded from different bands can be combined to form the 

transmitted hidden data. Since the secret data was not transmitted but the bands of the cover image were coded adaptively 

according to the binary equivalent of the secret data, so on the receiver side the user can extract the exactly same secret data 

without any distortion. Hence can retrieve the hidden data with an infinite PSNR. This is one of the main advantage of the 

proposed method 

III. CONCLUSION 

The proposed work is an improved and secure method for joint reversible data-hiding and compression scheme for digital 

multiband images. From the multiband image the user can select the bands to hide the secret data according to the size and 

nature of the data to be embedded. 

The experimental results show that the proposed scheme has a very good performances for hiding capacity, compression 

ratio, and decompression quality. Also these factors can be further increased by the proper selection of the host image. 

Furthermore, the proposed scheme can integrate the two functions of data hiding and image compression into a single module 

seamlessly. The major advantage of this method is that the transmitter send only the index and the codebook to the receiver. So 

it saves a lot of memory and also there is a huge reduction in the transmission rate. By using multiband image more data can be 

embedded in a single cover image. The proposed method is, a highly secure method for data hiding as the hidden data is 

retrieved with an infinite PSNR. And also provides a satisfactory PSNR in the range of 32 to 35 for the host image. So it can be 

concluded that the proposed method is a very good option for data hiding and image compression. Due to its high security and 

efficiency the proposed method has wide applications in different areas like military, law enforcement, medical field etc... 
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